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INTRODUCTION 
 

The aim of the UTRC Safety Guidelines is to ensure that all members and visitors 
are made aware of the safety requirements of rowing, sculling and related activities 
on the Henley stretch so that they may participate safely. 
The Safety Plan is supplementary to the BRO RowSafe guidelines, which is the 
overall authoritative document and which is displayed at the Club. The requirements 
apply to the Henley stretch, and Club members when operating away from UTRC 
except where local safety procedures are issued for the location visited. These 
instructions are also to apply to crews visiting UTRC and 
any other person boating from the premises. 
 
SAFETY ADVISER 
 

The UTRC Committee has appointed a Safety Adviser who is responsible for 
advising on all safety matters both on and off the water. The Safety Adviser, 
although unelected, is a member of the Committee. The contact details for the Safety 
Adviser are displayed at the entrance hall to the Club and on the main Web site 
under Who Does What 
 
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

All members of UTRC are responsible for complying with the BRO Rowsafe 
guidelines which can be found at 
http://www.britishrowing.org/upload/files/RowSafe/Complete-v1.pdf, the UTRC 
Safety Plan and any instructions issued by the officers of the Club in respect of 
safety. Any individual failing to comply with these instructions, or behaving in a way 
which jeopardises the safety of himself, or any individual or group of individuals, 
must answer to the UTRC Committee and may be suspended from rowing or have 
his/her membership terminated. Individuals are responsible for declaring on joining 
the Club their swimming ability, and confirming any medical or physical condition 
precluding heavy exercise. Anyone joining the club is required to complete a form 
confirming their good health. For junior athletes this is to be signed by a parent or 
guardian. They may have an existing medical condition which most of the time does 
not preclude them from rowing. Details of any such conditions will be listed on their 
membership forms and transferred to a medical information form by the membership 
secretary. The medical information form must then be held and kept up to date by 
the head coach of each squad who is responsible for ensuring that only coaches of 
the squad have access to this confidential information. 
 
GENERAL WATER SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 
 

Anyone planning to row from the club must: 
Have a rowing membership (not social, gym only etc); and 
Have the required level of swimming skill (be capable of swimming in and under 
water for 50m in light clothing plus tread water for 2 minutes and underwater for 5m). 
Perform the capsize drill. 
All people on the water (whether under supervision of a coach or not) must: 
Comply with the traffic light system. 
Comply with the rules on rowing at night. 



Comply with the rules on rowing in fog. 
Assess the conditions and decide whether they think it is safe for them to go out - 
ultimately only you really know how good/confident you are: even if the rules above 
might let you go out, you should use your own common sense. 
 
Traffic Light System 
. 
The condition of the River shall be assessed by taking into account all factors 
including flow rate, temperature, wind speed and visibility. 
The traffic light system of green amber and red shall be used to indicate the state of 
the River.  
It shall be the responsibility of the Club Captain and Head Coaches to determine the 
state of the River.  
The River condition shall be communicated to members by the posting of an 
appropriately coloured board on the Safety Notice located at the side 
entrance to the Clubhouse, by email to all members and a coloured banner on the 
car park side of the main boathouse  
In the absence of these the Safety Notice Board should always prevail. 
 
(Although all prevailing conditions should be assessed, a flow rate of under 75 cubic 
metres per second indicates normal conditions, 75 – 100 cubic meters per second 
indicates cautionary conditions and in excess of 100 cubic meters produces severe 
warnings. The EA measures flow rates at lock weirs and displays the conditions by 
coloured boards at the locks.) 
 
The following restrictions apply to all Club members: 
 
Green: All members may use the River 
 
Amber: Senior Members may boat in Club vessels with the permission of their 
Coach who should make a risk assessment of the River conditions before any 
outing. In the absence of a coach, Senior Members with more than three years 
experience of rowing may boat in Club vessels providing they have made their own 
risk assessment before each outing . 
Senior Members using their own equipment may boat at their own risk but are 
recommended to carry out their own risk assessment before each outing. 
No Juniors shall be allowed to boat without the express permission of their Head 
Coach who should risk assess the River before each outing. All junior boats should 
be followed on the Bank by a Coach or experience helper. 
A Senior boat containing a Junior Member must adhere to Junior restrictions. 
 
Red: No Member may use the River. 
Although not advised by the club, members owning their own equipment can 
make their own judgement in accordance with the Rowsafe guidelines. 
 
LAUNCHES 
 

Launches are to be used only by drivers authorised by the Captain and as checked 
out by the Boatman or the Safety Adviser. The list of current approved drivers is 
maintained by the Safety Adviser. All drivers and passengers are to wear lifejackets. 



The driver is responsible for ensuring that a launch rescue kit is carried. Any items 
used or missing are to be notified to the Safety Adviser as soon as possible. Drivers 
are to ensure that launches are handled with consideration to other river users and 
that the rules of the river are complied with. The launches are designed to 
carry two persons, the driver and an assistant if required. In the event of a capsize 
recovery operation the maximum number of persons on the launch may exceed two 
persons in order to safely convey athletes to the bank or boathouse. 
 
COXWAINS 
 

The wearing of lifejackets by coxes is compulsory and novices are instructed in the 
operation of both manually operated and auto-inflating gas inflated lifejackets. If 
front-loaders are being coxed, care is to be taken to ensure that the lifejacket does 
not prevent a cox from escaping in the event of a capsize or sinking.  
This means that AUTO inflated lifejackets are forbidden from being used 
in a front loader.  
The cox is responsible for overall safety of the boat and crew. 
 
COACHES 
 

All Coaches are to be ARA qualified with Level 2 as the minimum standard and 
supervisors are encouraged to obtain an I.A. standard. 
Coaches are to ensure that: Crews are aware of the appropriate safety procedures. 
Crews use safe rowing/sculling equipment. The outing is conducted appropriate to 
the prevailing weather and water conditions. Consideration is shown to other water 
users. Crews are appropriately dressed for the session. The Coach is to be 
particularly alert for symptoms of hypothermia and heat stroke /dehydration. In 
particular, when coaching young children, the whole crew should be dressed 
suitably. When coaching coxed boats, care must also be taken to ensure that the cox 
is properly dressed. Particular attention is paid to the coaching of coxes as their 
competence is essential to water safety as well as the crew’s success. When 
coaching from the bank a throw line and radio is taken when appropriate. The 
coach/athlete ratio for junior athletes should be one coach to no more than ten junior 
athletes.. 
Junior athletes under the age of 16 are not allowed on the water unless attended by 
a coach. Juniors aged 17 – 18 are permitted to row on their own with their coaches’ 
permission in advance. 
All coaches and helpers should carry, and be able to use, a throw line whilst 
coaching from the  Bank. They should carry a mobile phone and have the numbers 
for the Club and other coaches with which they can call for. 
 
RULE OF THE RIVER 

 
The rule is keep to the right; that is crews (and scullers) proceeding downstream 
from Henley Bridge to Hambleden Lock keep to the Berks (Clubs) side, and those 
coming upstream from Hambleden Lock toward the Bridge keep to the Bucks (Town) 
side. Temple Island is always passed to the right. 
When proceeding downstream slower boats should be closer to the Berkshire bank 
and faster boats further from the bank. 
When proceeding upstream, faster boats should be closer to the Bucks bank and 
slower boats further from the bank. 



Crews being overtaken have a duty to stay clear but must take care not to stray into 
the centre of the river particularly when coming upstream. 
NOTE: Special rules apply during Regattas and are advised separately 
TURNING AND CROSSING 

There are three designated turning areas: 
 
1. At the New Street Public Slipway 
2. Between the bottom of Temple Island and the Gate 
3. At the 3.000 metre marker (White Cottage boathouse) 
 
Under no circumstances may crews turn around or below the 'Danger' board at 
Hambleden Lock. 
Crews turning, particularly at Temple Island and the New Street slipway, must take 
care to avoid other boats already on passage, especially those on set work pieces. 
There are two designated crossing points: 
 
1. Upper Thames Rowing Club 
2. Leander Club 
 
Crews crossing to and from Club rafts have an absolute duty of care to avoid other 
craft particularly at Henley Bridge, see below: 
 
 
 
HENLEY BRIDGE 
 

Counting from the Berkshire bank crews coming downstream should use arch two 
and going  upstream arch four. The centre arch should always be left clear for 
cruiser traffic. Crews leaving the Leander raft must always ensure that the river is 
clear for them to do so and likewise when crossing from the Bucks side to the raft. 
 
BOATING 

 
Private boats 
Must have a valid Environment Agency licence; and 
Must have a valid number on your boat (i.e. UTC123). 
 
Club Boats 
Must be booked with the Club Captain. 
If it is a squad boat, you must have permission from the coach of that squad (or the 
captain). 
Crews should always boat facing upstream and have a duty to avoid those coming 
downstream. 
See also Henley Bridge. 
Particular care must be taken when crossing to and from the Bucks (Town) side to 
gain access to or leaving club landing stages, and crews coming downstream have 
right of way at all times. 
 
ROWING AND SCULLING AT NIGHT 

 



In accordance with the EA rules, all rowing/sculling boats must show lights after 
sunset. A white light, mounted on the boat to both bow and stern, must be shown. 
LED lights are permitted. 
Flashing lights are not to be used as main lights. Lights should not be fixed to the 
riggers as they can be obscured when negotiating bends and turning. Boats must 
carry a white bow and stern light. 
Red stern lights are NOT permitted (on the water, a red light is a portside light). 
 
LIFTING OF BOATS 

 
Coaches and crews are to ensure that every care is taken to prevent injury when 
lifting boats in and 
out of the racks and the river. One person is to be in charge of the manoeuvre, giving 
clear instructions before and during the lift. 
 
OFF-WATER SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 

 
Gym. 
No Junior members or School Club members may use the weights while 
unsupervised by qualified Coach or delegated supervisor. 
 
Fire 
In the event of a fire the Boathouse is to be evacuated and the CAR PARK used as a 
muster point. 
An attempt is to be made to account for individuals. Members are responsible for the 
safety of their guests 
 
No Smoking Policy 
The Club has a No-Smoking policy and smoking is not permitted in any part of the 
Boat houses OR Clubhouse. Members are responsible for ensuring that their guests 
are briefed accordingly. 
 
Telephone 
There is a telephone at the club that takes incoming calls and makes EMERGENCY 
calls only A 
list of useful numbers is displayed on the wall in the side entrance to the club. 
 
Kitchen 
Users of the kitchen and it’s cooking appliances are to ensure that care is taken in 
their use, that the cooker is not left unattended when in use and that all appliances 
are left safe when finished with. Furthermore, work-tops, crockery etc are to be left in 
a clean and hygienic state. 
 
Car Park 
Extreme care is to be taken by all members when using the car park in order to 
prevent injury to people on foot or carrying boats whose vision may be obscured. 
 
Members of the Public 
Owing to the nature of the premises, members of the public frequently enter the site 
in the belief that there is public access to the river. All members are to exercise care 



and attention to prevent members of the public being injured and are to, if 
appropriate, politely ask them to leave the premises for their own safety. 
 
BOAT TRANSPORTATION 

 
Drivers 
Only individuals authorised by the Club are to drive the Club truck and trailers. All 
drivers are to be conversant with the BRO Code for the Towing of Boat Trailers. 
 
Trailer Loading 
When crews are travelling to regattas or alternate training locations, the Club 
Captain or coach will detail the trailer loading plan. Loading is to be strictly in 
accordance with this plan and the driver is to check compliance with the plan prior to 
departure. The driver is to ensure that all boats and equipment is safely secured 
prior to departure and that the necessary requirements for rear projections and 
lighting are observed. 
 

DISABLED 
 

Within the Club house access to the Men’s facilities is on the ground floor. For 
Women the facilities are behind the gym are on the first floor. Access is by the lift in 
the front hall. 
 
Access to the Club for those in wheel chairs is by ramps into the rear door of the 
ergo room. The ramps are stored by the door 
 
 
FIRST AID 

 
First Aid boxes are located in the Gym, Kitchen, Ergo Room cupboard, in the hall of 
the Side entrance and in the safety launch. 
Should any need arise, for instance an athlete suffers severe chest pains, or a 
capsized crew show signs of hypothermia, or for any other emergency to avoid any 
doubt dial the emergency services - 
 
AND PREFERABLY dial 112 over 999, although if you forget this 999 is adequate.   
 
The difference with dialling 112 is that the services track where the call was made 
from. This is particularly relevant if you are unable toi describe the location 
accurately 
 
The clubs telephone can make outgoing Emergency calls only and receive all 
incoming calls. 
 
However whilst trying to stay calm, reassuring the person(s) involved that may 
require assistance, finding a phone and keeping a clear head please then try to find 
(yourself or ask anyone else if possible) a first aider who should be able to assist in 
helping reduce pain or improve longer term recovery. 
We have first-aiders across all the squads so please familiarise yourselves with 
them,: 
 



Junior Squad 
Emily Forrester(Coach) 
Mark Shimmin (coach / athlete) 
Womens Squad 
Anna Van Leemputten (athlete) 
Anne Buckingham (coach / helper) 
John Ewans (athlete / coach) 
Mens Squad 
Toby Mottram (athlete) 
Johnny Woodiss-Field (athlete/coach) 
Veterans 
Graham Lloyd (athlete) 
John Ewans (athlete / coach) 
Neil James (athlete) 
Anna Van Leemputten (athlete) 
Mark Shimmin (athlete / coach) 
Johnny Woodiss-Field (athlete/coach) 
 
However, if the need arises any of the qualified mentioned above are your first port 
of call within the club. 
If you have any doubt about what is the best thing to do, or there is serious injury 
always call: 
FIRST Emergency Services (preferably 112),  
THEN find a first aider if you can.  
 
Try never to leave the injured, get someone else to call or find a first aider, and get 
them to tell you as soon as they have done so. 
 
INCIDENT REPORTING 

 
It is important to report incidents and accidents.  
It helps the Club and BR to understand risk and take the necessary actions to 
improve safety. . 
An incident is something that was or could have led to an accident involving injury or 
damage. 
This includes: 
_ Capsize or falling in the river 
_ Collision or near miss 
_ Swamping 
_ Equipment failure 
_ River users not following the safety procedures 
_ Health related incident e.g. water borne disease or injury 
_ Incidents on land e.g. in the gym or with trailers or vandalism 
 
File a report online at the British Rowing website 
http://incidentreporting.britishrowing.org (under your name) 
 
Do not send the report to the Club Safety Advisor. BR will notify the Advisor. 
It is down to the nearest or best witness to make such a report - probably the coach 
if he was alongside a crew, (doesn't have to be club-tied), or the best placed person 



within an accident. If the individual making the report cannot verify what happened , 
the detail HAS to be filled in by a witness.  
Safety is a standard item on the UTRC Committee agenda, and is reviewed at every 
meeting. 
Safety can only be consistently achieved through a process of good communication, 
education and periodic  review. If any individual identifies any safety related issue 
which is not documented, or that  they feel others can learn from, they can make a 
significant contribution by discussing the topic with the Safety Adviser who can then 
take the appropriate action. 
 
Safety Adviser 
Upper Thames Rowing Club 
 


